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Abstract: The conformal loop ensembles CLE" , defined for 8/ 3 ::: /( ::: 8, arc random 
collections of loops in a planar domain which arc conjectured scaling limits of the O(n) 
loop models. We calculate the distribution of the conformal radii of the nested loops sur-
rounding a deterministic poi nt. Our resu lts agree with pred ictions made by Cardy and 
Ziffand by Kenyon and Wilson for Ihe 0(1/) model. We also compute the expectation 




which agrces with the fractal dimension given by Duplamier for the O(n) model gasket. 
I . Introduction 
The conformal loop ensembles CLE..-, defined for all 8/ 3 ::: /( ::: 8, are random col-
kctions of loops in a simply connected planar domain D ~ C. They were defined and 
constructed from branching variants of SLE" in [She06], where they were conjectured 
10 be the scaling limits of various random loop models from statistical physics, including 
Ihe so-called 0(/1) loop modcls with 
/I = - 2cos(4JT/ K). (I) 
see e.g. I KN04 1 for an exposition. This paper is a sequel to IShe06J. We wi ll Slate Ihe 
results about CLE" from IShl-{)6 llhal we nced for Ihis paper (namely Propositions I 
and 2), but we will not repeal the definition of CLE" here. 
When 8/ 3 < K < 8, CLE" is almost surely a countably infinitc collection of loops. 
CLEs is a single space- fil ling loop almost surely and CLEs/3 is almost surely emply. 
• Partially supported by NSF grant DMS0403IS2. 
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CLE6 is the scaling limit of the cluster boundaries of critical site percolation on the 
triangular lanice [CN06,SmiOl ,CN07 1. We will henceforth assume 8/3 < K < 8. 
For each zE D, we inductively define q to be the outermost loop surrounding z 
when the loops L ~ , .... Lk_ l aTC removed (provided such a loop exists). For each deter-
ministic zE D, Ihe loops L i exist for all k ~ I with probability one. Define Ab = D and 
let Af be the component of D\q that contains z. The conformal gasket is the random 
closed scI r consisting of points that afC not surrounded by any loop of an instance of 
CLEI(, i.c. the SCI of points for whic h L i does nOl exi st. 
If 0 is a simply con nected planar domain and ZE D , the conformal radius of D 
viewed from z is defined to be CR(D, z) := 19' (z) I- I, where g is any conformal map 
from D to the unit disk ][Il that sends z to O. The following is immediate from the con-
struction in [She06j: 
Proposition 1. Let D be a simply connected bounded planar domain, and consider a 
CLEK on D for some 8/3 < K < 8. Theil r is almost surely fh e closure of fhe sef of 
points that lie 011 all outermost loop (i,e" a loop of the form L ~ for some z), Conditioned 
0 11 the outermost loops, the law of the remain ing loops is given by an independent CLEK 
in each compOllent of D\ r, For zE D and k = 1,2,3, ' .. , define 
B~ := log CR (Ak_ I' z) - logCR (Ak' z). 
For any fixed z , the Bf 's are i.i.d. random variables. 
Vari ous authors in the physics literature have used heuristic arguments (based on the 
so-called Coulomb gas method) LO calculate propert ies of the scaling limi ts of stati stical 
physical loop models, including the O (n) models, based on certain conformal invariance 
hypotheses of these limits. Although the scaling limi ts of the 0 (1/) models have not been 
shown to cx ist, there is strong evidence that if they do ex ist they must be CLEK • (For 
example, there is heuristic evidence that any scaling limit of the 0(11) models should 
be in some sense eonformally invariant; it is shown in LShe06,SW08b,SW08aj that any 
random loop ensemble satisfying certain hypotheses including conformal invariance 
and a Markov-type property must be a CLEK . ) It is therefore natural to interpret these 
calcu lat ions as predictions about the behavior of the CLEK • 
Cardy and ZilT LCZ03j predicted and experimentally verified the e)(peeted number of 
loops surrounding a point in the 0(11) model, which, in light of (I ), may be interpreted 
as a prediction of the expectation of B~: 
(K/4 - l)cot(1f(1 - 4/K)) 
--~ (2) 
IE[ Bf l 1f 
Kenyon and Wil son [KW04j went further and predicted the di stribution of Bt, giving 
its moment generating function 
-COS(41f/K) 
IE[ exp(A BD j = -,(~ri-=#""=;;c=;=\ 
cos 1fJ(l 4/K)2 + 8A/ K)' 
(3) 
for A satisfy ing RCA < I - ~ - jI, and density function 
d , 
dx PrlBk < xl 
- KCOS(41f / K) L:oo j . [ (J +I / 2)2_( 1 - 4/K)2] 
= (- I) (J + 1/2) exp - x . 
41f 8/K j=O 
(4) 
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The main result of thi s paper is Theorem I, which confirms Jhese predictions. In the 
special case I( = 6, th is prediction for the law of 13: was independently confirmed by 
OubCdat [Oub05 [. 
Theorem I. Let fJ( denote the density fUllction for the first time that a standard BrowlI -
ian motioll started at 0 exits tile iI/terral (~2JT / ./K. 2JT / ./K). Then for 8/3 < I( < 8, 
the density function for B: is 
d . [(K - 4)' ] 
-Pr[Bt: <x] =~fJ«x)eos(4JT II()exp x . 
dx 81( (5) 
The equivalence of the form ulations (4) and (5), and the fact that they imply (3), follows 
from a calculation of Ciesie lski and Taylor, who showed that the exit-time di stribution 
of a Brownian motion from the center of a l ~dimens ional bal l of radius r has a moment 
gcncrating funct ion of 1/ cos J2r2).., and who gavc two serics cxpansions (onc in pow-
crs of e- x and thc othcr in powcrs of e- 1/ x) for its dcnsity func tion [CT62 , Thcorcm 2 
and Eq. 2.22J (sce also [8 S02 , Eqs. 1.3.0. 1 and 1.3.0. 2J). Since thc Fourier transform is 
invertible on L 2(1R) , the equivalence of (3) and (4) follows by considering the moment 
generating function restricted to the imaginary line RCA = O. 
Ouplantier [Oup90] predicted thc fractal dimension of thc gasket r associated with 
the 0 (II) model to be 
31( 2 
-+ I +-. 
32 K 
where as usualn = -2 cos(4JT/ I(). We partially confirm this prediction by giving the 
cxpectation dimension of the gaskct associatcd with CLEJ(' Thc expectation dimension 
of a random bounded set A is defined to be 
log !E[mini mal number of bal ls of radius £ required to cover A [ 
DE( A ) = lim , 
£ ..... 0 I log £[ 
providcd the limi t ex ists. Thc expectation dimension upper bounds the Hausdorff dimen-
sion. 
Theorem 2. Let r be rhe gasket of a CLEo: ill/he ullit disk with I( E (8/3.8). Theil 
(I) ll·'·i !E[minimalllumber of balls of radius £ required to COFer rJ ::::: -;; 
/11 particular. the expec/atioll dimellsion of the gasket r is ~ + I + r 
Hcre, ::::: denotes cquivalence up to mul tiplicative constants. Lawler, Schramm, and 
Wcrncr [LSW02 ] studicd thc percolation gasket (associatcd with CLE6), effectively 
proving Thcorcm 2 in the casc I( = 6. More generally, they studied how long it takcs 
for a radial SLEo: to surround the origi n when I( > 4, and thcir results impli citly imply 
Theorcm 2 whcn I( > 4; see the remark in Sect. 2.1 for further discussion. 
We conclude our introduction by noting that the gasket dimension described above 
plays an important role in the physics literature, where it is related (at least heuristicall y) 
to the exponents of magnctization and multipoint corrclation func tions in crit ical Ian ice 
models. We bricfl y describe thi s connect ion in the case of the q-state Pons model on the 
sq uare lanicc. More dctails and refcrenccs are found in [Shc06,Car07,Gri06 ]. 
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A sample from the q-statc POliS model on a connected planar graph G is a random 
function (1 : V --7 {I, 2, ... ,q), where V is the sct of vertices of G and the image values 
1,2, .... q are often called spins. I f the boundary vertices (those on the boundary of thc 
unbounded face) of G arc all assigned a particu lar value (say b), then using the standard 
FK random cl uster decomposition [FK72 1, one may construct a sample from the Potts 
model as follows: 
I. Sample a random subgraph G' of G contain ing all boundary edges (edges on the 
boundary of the unbounded face), wi th probability proport ional to 
qilComponl'ntsOfG' _ P_ 
( )
lIedgeSOfGI 
I - p 
whcreO < p < lisa paramclcr.Thc law ore ' is called Ihe FK random cluster model 
with parameters p and q. Call the component of G ' whieh eontains the bou ndary 
vertices of G the FK gasket. 
2. Set a(v) = b for each v in the FK gasket, and independently assign one of the q 
states uniformly at random 10 each of the remaining connected components of G ' 
(assigning all vertices in that component the corresponding state). 
The "magnet ization" at an interior vertex v of G (i.e., the probability that a(v) = j 
minus l l q ) is proportional to the probability that v is in the FK gasket. Given distinct 
vertices v and w, the covariancc of a (v) and a (w) is proportional to the probability that 
both v and w lie in the same component of G/. 
We now restrict to the case in which G is a finit e piece of the square grid in the plane 
and the parameter p satisfies p/( I - p) = .jq. (Wi th this choice of p, the FK model is 
self-dual and believed to be crit ical, see e.g., [Gri06, Chap. 6J.) 
11 is shown in [She06] that if q ::::: 4 and certain other hypotheses including conformal 
invariance hold , then the scaling limit of the set of boundaries between clusters and dual 
cl usters in thecrhical FK random cluster models discussed above must begivcn by CLEK 
for the K satisfying q = 4 cos2(4JT I K) and 4 ::::: K ::::: 8. Assuming these hypotheses, the 
scaling limit of the d iscrete gasket is precisely the conti nuum CLEK gasket. 
A heuristic ansatz is that thc law of the critical FK gasket shou ld havc similar proper-
ties as the law of the set of squares in a fine grid which intersect the continuum gasket. If 
this heurist ic holds, then when G is a bounded domai n intersected wit h asq uare grid wi th 
spac ing e, the magnetization at a vertex v of macroscopic distance from the bou ndary 
in the discrete model will be on the order of e2- d , where d is the limiting expectat ion 
dimension of the continuum gasket. Si milarly, the covariance between a(v) and a(w), 
for two macroscopically separated vert ices v and w, shou ld be on the order of €2(2- d j 
(si nce in the conti nuum model , the set of pairs v and w which lie in the same conti nuum 
spin cluster has di mension 2d; see [She06]). 
2. Diffusions and Martingales 
2.1. Reduction to a diffusion problem. Let BI [0. 00) --7 R. be a standard Brown ian 
motion and let BI : [0, 00) -+ [0, 2JT] be a random continuous process on the inter-
val [0, 2JT] that is instantaneously reflecting at its endpoints (i.e., the set It : BI E 10, 2JT}) 
has Lebesgue measure zero almost surely) and evolves accordi ng 10 the SDE 
K-4 
dBr = -2- cot(B,f2) dl + jK d B/ (6) 
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on each interval of time fo r which 0, r;. to. 2JT) . In other words, 0, is a random continuous 
process adapted to the fi lt ration of Ht which almost surely sati sfi es 
for ali i for which the right hand side is well defined. The law of this process is un iquel y 
determined by 00 [She06], and we also have the following from [Shc06 ]: 
Proposilion 2. When 8/3 < I( < 8. the law of H~ is the same as the law of in f{ t : Ot = 
2JT I for the diffusion (6) started at 00 = O. 
It is convenient to lift the process O( so that , rather than taking values in [0, 2JT], it 
takes values in all of IR. Let R : lR --'I- [0. 2JT [ be the piecewise affine map for which 
R(x) = Ixl when x E [-2JT , 2JT] and R(4JT + x) = R(x) for all x. Gi ven 81> we can 
generate a continuous process 0, with R(O,) = 01 in such a way that for each compo-
nent (ft. t2) of the set It: 01 r;. 2JT Z}, we independently toss a fair coi n to dec ide whether 
0, > Oil or 0, < Oil on that component. The 8, together wit h these coin tosses (for each 
interval of II : 0, r;. 2JTZ)) determine 0, uniquely. 
This 0, is still a solution to (6) provided we modify H, in such a way that dB, is 
replaced with -d B, on those intervals for which dO, = - dOl' (Th is modi fi cat ion does 
not change the law of 8,.) In the fCmainder of the text, we will drop the 0, notation and 
write 01 for the lifted process on JR. 
Remark. A very simi lar diffusion process was slUdied by Lawler, Schramm, and Werner 
[LSW02 ], namely 
(7) 
which is the same as (6) but without the factor of (I( - 4) / 2, and they too studied the time 
for the diffusion to reach 0, = 2JT when slarted at 00 = O. Diffusions 6 and 7 arc identical 
when I( = 6, and Diffusion 6 (for 4 < I( < 8) is given by Diffusion 7 (for 4 < I( < (0) 
upon substituting I( --'I- (21() /(1( - 4) and scaling time by I ---;. 1(1( - 4) /2 . However, 
Diffusion 6 is a more si ngular Bessel-type process when I( :s: 4, req uiri ng additional 
tec hnical analysis to deal with Ihe times at which process is at 0 (see e.g. Lemma 3). 
Furthermore, only the large-time asymptotic decay rate of the hitting time di stribution 
(used in the proof of Theorem 2) is given in fLSW02], and additional effon is requ ired 
to obtain the precise hill ing time distribution provided in Theorem I. 
2.2. Local martingales. Recall the hypergeornetrie fu ncti on defined by 
00 
F ( b . . ) _ '" (a)"(b),, " a, . c. Z - L... z , 
,,:(I (c)"n1 
where a, b, c E C are parameters, c r;. -N (where N = to, I. 2 . . . . )), and (e)" denotes 
e(e + 1) ··· (e + 11 - 1) . This defi nition holds for Z E C when [zl < I, and it may be 
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defined by analytic continuation elsewhere (though il is then not always si ngle-valued). 
We define for A E C, 
, ( 4 j( 4)2" 4 j( 4)'" 3 4 ., , ) Md.(fJ)= F l -/i + I -I( +"K, I -i(- 1 -;( + -;:-:1-K<sm-'4 ' 
M:.)..{O) = F( I _ ~ + j (! _ ~)2 + :A, I _ ~ _ J H _ ~)2 + ~A: ~; cos2 ~ ) cos ~ 
(where the formula for M: .A (0) makes sense whenever I( f- i, ~ . ~, ... ). There i s some 
ambiguity in the choice of sq uare root, but since F(b. a : c: z) = F(a. b; c: z) , as long 
as the same choice of square root is made for both occurrences, there is no ambigui ty in 
these defin itions. 
Lemma I. For the diffllsion (6) with K > 0, lei T be the fi rst rime at which (), E 2:7r Z. 
alld leI t = min(r. T). For allY).. E C, both cxp[AtlM: .A (0;) (Uld cxppJjM:.A (8;) are 
local martingales p(l ramererized by t. 
Proof Given these formulas, in princ iple it is straightforward to verify that the d t term 
of the Ito expansion of 
d [el./ M:~~(8/ )] 
is equal to zero (where elo is either e or 0 ). This term can be expressed as 
,,[ ,'e ( ,'e)' ,-4 '( ,'e)" ] e AM .... .l..(e,)+ M .... ;.. (8/ ) -2-cot (9,/2)+ "2 M.:.). (8/) dr. 
Since Mathematiea does not simplify thi s to zero, we show how 10 do this for M:.i\ ; the 
case for M: . .l.. is simi lar. 
We abbreviate M:.;.. wi th M , leI F denote the hypergeometric function in the defi-
nition of M:.;.., let a. b, and c denote the parameters of F in M , and change variables 10 
y = y(O) = S;"2(014) = ( I - oos(012)) /2, 
M(O) = F (y (9)) . 
M ' (9) = ~ F'(Y(0))S;" (012). 
M"«():= F"(y «())) /6 sin2(O/2) + F'(Y(O»)~COS«()/2) 
2 I J' F" ( )Y-Y F'()'-
= Y - 4-+ y -4-· 
so that 
" [ K - 4 , I K " ( 2) K , (' )] 
, J. F (Y)--4- F (Y)(Y-')+g F (y) Y-Y +g F (Y) ,-y 
:= el./ [AF(y) + (1 - 3K/8) F'(y) (Y - !) + i F"(y)(y - i )] 
[ 
J.+ ( I _ 3'/8) (" _ ~ ",-(a .:..::+ "",,)(b:...:.+,,-,-)) ] 
2 c +n 
K (a + lI )(b +/! ) ) +- /I - II(n- l) 
8 c + II 
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and we define Ell to be C+II times the expression in brackets. (Note that indeed c ¢ -N.) 
We may write E/I as a polynomial in II: 
Ell = [( I - 3K/ S)(I - 1/ 2) + (K/ SH I - c+a +b)] x 1/ 2 
+ [A + ( I - 3K/ S)(C - a / 2 - b/ 2) + (K / S)(C + a b)] X" 
+ rCA - ( I - 3K/ S)a b/ 2]. 
By our choices of a , band c, E" = 0 for each II , which proves the clai m for M:.A. 0 
2.3. Expected first hitting of 2H Z. In this subsection we obtai n asymptotics for the 
fu nction 
where ()I is the diffusion (6) and T is the first ti me t ~ 0 at which ()I E 2JT Z. (Recall 
that T is fi nite a.s. when K < S.) Whenever () E 2H Z, trivially L «() = () . 
Lemma 2. For the diffusioll (6) with S/ 3 < K < S, L«(),) is a martingale. 
Proof Since L(O) is defined in tenns of expected values, L(OI) is a local mart ingale 
whenever 01 ¢ 2JT Z, and the stopped process L (Olllill (f.T) is a martingale. Since the 
di ffusion behaves sy mmetrically around the points 2H Z and the number of intervals of 
R·,,2H Z crossed before some determin ist ic time has exponentially decaying tai ls (which 
implies integrability), L(8, ) is a marti ngale. 0 
Next, we express L «(), ) in terms of the A = 0 case of the local martingales 
expIA/] M:.,, «(),) and exp[At] M: .,,«(),) . Because M: .o (O ) = I, this local martingale is 
uni nformative, but 
We have M:.o (O) = - M: .o(2JT) = j1ir(4/ K - 1/ 2)/ (2r(4/ K» , and since M:.o is 
bounded (when K =f: S), the stopped process M:.O«()lllin(l . T) is also a martingale. This 
delerm incs L. namely, 
2 for (i) L(O) = JT- I( F (3 _.:! 1. 3·cos2 (1 ) cos (/ 
r (~ _ -1 ) 1 1(' l' l ' ! l ' f) E [0, 2JTI (8) 
and L(8 + 2JT) = L(O) + 2JT. (It is also possible to derive (8) from the formula for 
Pr rSLE trace passes to left of x + i y ] [SchOl l after applying a Mobius transformation 
and suitable hypergeometric identities.) 
We wish to understand the behavior of L near the points in 2JT Z, and to this end we 
use the form ula (see rEMOT53, p. lOS, Eq . 2. 10. 1 [) 
r (c)r (c - a - b) 
F(a , b:c:z) = F(a , b;a+b-c+l; I- z) 
r (c - a)r(c - b) 
r(c)r(a +b - c) c- a- b 
+ (I -z) F(c- a.c - b · c- a - b+ l·l -z) 
r(a) r (b) " 
(9) 
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whic h is valid when I - c, b - a, and c - b - a are not integers and I arg( I - z)1 < Jf . In 
our case the noni ntcgrali t), condit ion is satisfied whenever 8/ K ~ N. For the range of K 
Ihat we arc interested in, this rules out K = 4, for which we already know L«(}) = (J, 
and therefore do not need asymptotics. The endpoints o f the range, K = 8/3 and K = 8 
are also ru led out , but for the remaining K ' S we have 
r (') r (± -1) F G-~,~ : ~;cos2~)= ~(~) ;(1 )- F G-~ · !;~-~ : s in 2~) 
r (') r (l - ±) '-I 
+ '1 _ J( Isin ol' F (.1 l' i+ l's in20) r (l-~) r (~)" ""'" 
fo"r (~-j) 1 r (~-~). , 1- 1 ~ (') -I - 'I + (' 4) I,,, ,I 2r K COs '1 2r i - K 
( 4 4 1 '29 ) x F ;' l: :;:- + "2: Sin "2 . 
and by (8), 
L(e)~c (Sin O )~ - 1 F (.1 1'.1 + l'si n2 0)cos O 
K 2" K' • /( 2' 2" . 2' (} E (O . JT ). 
for some con stant CK > O. (One can use the Legendre duplicat ion form ula to show that 
Co; = 281/( - 1 r(~)2 / r ( ~), but we do not need this.) Since L ( -8) = - L (8), we concl ude 
that 
e E (-n , n). 
where Ao is a analytic function (depending on K) satisfying Ao(O) > O. Thi s implies 
e' ~ A (IL(O)I'</(8- ,') 
near 8 = 0, for some analytic A. 
( 10) 
2.4. Starting at 80 = O. We wil[ event ually need to start the di ffusion at 80 = 0, but 
Lemma I o nly covers what happens up until the fi rst time that OJ E 2JrZ. In this subsec-
tion we show 
Lemma 3. For the diffllsion (6) with 8/3 < K < 8, let T be the first time (jf which 
91 E 2JrZ'AJrZ, and let i = min(t, T) . For all)' A E C. the process exp[ Ar]M:." (Or) is 
a marrillgale. 
Proof Let M abbreviate M;.", and let us assume without loss o f generality that -2Jr < 
80 < 2Jr. Let us define WI = L (Od, whic h is a mart ingale and may be interpreted as a 
time-c hanged Brownian motion. We wish to argue that e"r M ( L -1 (Wi» = e"i M(9i) is 
a local martingale. (The definitio n of L implies that it is strictly monotone, and he nce 
L - 1 is well defined .) Note that by Lemma I it is a local marti ngale when ()f ¢ 2 Jr Z. To 
exte nd this to a ne ig hborhood o r (); = 0, one could try to use Ito's formu la. To do this, it 
would be necessary that f := M o L -I betwice d iffe rcntiablc . We have M (9) = A I (82) 
in ( - 2 Jr . 2 Jr), where A I is analytic. Conseque ntly, ( 10) gives for 8/3 < K < 8 and for 
W in a ne ighborhood o f 0, 
( 11 ) 
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for some anal ytic A 2. Though thi s is not necessary for the proof, one can check that 
A2(0) :F 0 and there fore f"(0) is not fi nile when K < 4. 
To circumvent the problem of f = M o L - \ not being twice d ifferentiable, we use the 
110-Tanaka Theorem ([ RY99, Theorem 1.5 on p. 223 D. The expone nt -(!:; in ( I I ) ranges 
from I to 00 as K ranges from 8/3 to 8. In part icular, f'(O) = 0 and !' is continuous 
ncar O. Since A2 is analytic, ncar 0 the function f may be ex pressed as the d ifference of 
two convex functions, namely, few) = (f(w) - f(O» Iw>O + (f(w) - f(O» Iw<O + 
f(O). Therefore, we may apply the Ito-Tanaka Theorem t~ conclude that e)..f f(w~ = 
e)..f M «(Jr) is a local martingale al so when Of is ncar lero. 
Now, the hypergeometric functio n F sati sfies 
r (c) r (c - a - b) 
F(a, b: c: I) = ~~'-c=-~ 
r (c a)r(c b) (12) 
provided -c ~ N and Rec > Re(a +b) (see e .g. [EMOT53, p. 104, Eq. 46[). Therefore, 
M(±2rr} is fini te . Thus, e)..i M (Oi) is bounded for bounded t, and we may concl ude that 
it is a martingale. 0 
For future reference, we now caleulate M:.)..(±2rr). Observe that the parameters 
a, b. c of the hypergeometric function in the defi ni tion of M:.A satisfy 2 c - a - b = I. 
Consequently, the identity r(z)r(1 - z) = rr/sin (rrz) and ( 12) give 
( 13) 
3. Proofs of M ain Results 
We now restate and prove Theorem I. 
Theorem 3. SUP/Jose the diffusioll process (6) (with 8/3 < K < 8) is slarled at 00 = 0, 
alld T is the first lillie at which Of = ± 2:rr. If RcA ~ O. thell 
IE [ )..T I ] cos(:rr(l - 4/K» 
e 00= 0 = cos(:rr J (l-4/ K)2+ 8A/ K) ' 
(This is equ ivalent to Theorem I by Proposition 2 and the remarks following the state-
ment of Theorem I ,) 
Proof Since M:.).. (OT) = M;,;.,C±2 rr) = M:.A (2rr) a.s. and exp[),.i'I M:. A (0;) is a mar-
tingale, the optional sampli ng theorem gives 
and the proof is completed by appeal to ( 13). 0 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Fix some E: > 0 and let zED. Set ro := I -lzl,'1 := dist(z, L t ), 
and suppose that f; < roo We seek to estimate the probability that the open disk of 
radius e about z intersects the gasket; that is. the probability that r1 < e. By the Koebe 
1/4 theorem, 1'1 :::: CR(Dl, z) ::: 4 r l . Likewise, ro ::: CR(D, z) ::: 4 ro_ Th us, Bf = 
log CR(J[]I ,z) -log CR (D [,z ) = log(ro/ r [) + 0 ( 1) . Referring to the density function 
of Bt (4 ), we see thai 
Pr[r) < E:] x exp[ -a log(ro/e)] = (E/ ro)«, 
where 
l j4- (1 -4jK)2 31< 2 (8 -K)(3K -8) 
• ~ "----0;';--'-"-- = -- + I - - = . 
8/1( 32 I( 321( 
For each j = I , ... , p/el, we may cover the annulus /z : (j - J) t ::: I -izi s j cI 
by D C I Ie) disks of radius e. TIle total expected number of these di sks that intersect the 
gasket is at most 
[11£1 L O( l /s) x O(s/( js» U = O (su - 2). 
j = 1 
(Here we made usc of the fact that ex < I .) Th us on average O(su - 2) disks of radius s 
surfiee to cover the gasket. 
On the other hand, we may pack into II) at least 9 ( I /s2) points so that every two of 
them are more than di stance 4s apart, and each of them is at least distance 1/2 from the 
bou ndary. For each such point z there is a 8 (sU) chance that the disk or radius s cenlered 
at Z is not surrounded by a loop, i.e., that that the gasket r contains a point z' that is 
within distance s of z. Since the points z are suffi ciently far apart , the poi nts z' must be 
covered by di stinct disks in any covering of r by disks of radius s. Thus the expected 
number of disks of radius s required to cover the gasket r is at least 9 (su - 2) . 0 
4. Open Problems 
Kenyon and Wilson [KW04] also predicted the large-k limiting distribution of anOlher 
quantity, the "electrical thickness" of the loops L ~ when k ~ 00. The electrical thick-
ness of a loop compares the conformal radius of the loop to Ihe conformal radius of the 
image of the loop under the map mew) = l /(w - z), and more precisely it is 
t1:( LD = - log CR (q.z) - 10g CR (m( q ). z) . 
Kenyon and Wil son [KW041 predicted that the large-k moment generating func tion 
of t1 z(q ) is 
( 14) 
or equivalentl y that the li miti ng probabil ity density function is given by the density 
function of the exit time of a standard Brownian eXCll rsion started in the middle of the 
interval (-21f I JK. 21f I JK), reweigh ted by a factor of const x exp[ (K - 4)2 x 1(8K) [. 
(llli s equivalence follows from [BS02, Eq. 5.3.0.1 1.) Recall that the density function 
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of Bf is given by the density function of the ex it time of a standard Brownian motion 
started in the middle of the interval (- 2Jr I./K, 2JT I./K), also reweighted by a factor of 
const x exp[(K _ 4)2 X/(8K)). These forms are highly suggestive, but currently wedo not 
know how to calculate the e]ectrical thickness using CLE ... nor do we have a conceptual 
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